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Abstract. In the paper four selected projection methods are presented, 2 of which are unconventional, 
and their analytic representations that provide mathematical formulas forcomputer processing. Views of 
simple objects in different types of selected projectionmethods are illustrated, central, parallel and 
quadratic projection, and projection through cubic parabolas. 
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1. Generally about projection 

Let ρ be a regular surface in the extended Euclidean space ∞E3. 
Regular mapping Π of the space ∞E3onto the surface ρ is called a projection, when it is de-
fined in the following way. 

Let S be a system of curves with properties: 
     i) one and only one curve sX, such that  sX ∈ S is passing through any point  

X∈∞E3. 
    ii) any curve sX ∈ S has one and only one common point S with the surface ρ. 
Surface ρ is called projection surface, curve sX  is the projecting curve of the point X, 

point X’ is the image of the point X (view of the point X), while X’ = Π(X), X’∈ρ. D(Π) is the 
domain of definition of the projection Π, so it is the set of all points X∈∞E3, which have their  
image on the projection surface ρ. 

The projection is determined by the projection surface ρ and by the system of project-
ing curves. The choice of the projection surface ρ and the system of projecting curves gives 
different types of projections. 

In the following we are interested in those projections exclusively, where the projec-
tion surface ρ is a projection plane. 
 
2. Classification of the projection methods with respect to the system of projecting 

curves 
 
2.1. System of the projecting curves is created by lines 
 

a) Central projection 
 
Projection is determined by choosing the projection plane ρ and the point S – the centre of the 
projection. The domain of definition is D(Π) = ∞E3– {S}. 

Because generally the view of a line not passing through the centre S is again a line, 
this projection method is a linear mapping. 
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b) Parallel projection  
 
Projection is determined by choosing the projection plane ρ and the point at infinity ∞S – pro-
jection direction. The domain of definition is D(Π) =∞E3– {∞S}. Projection in this case is lin-
ear too, because generally the view of a line not coincident with the point .S is again a line.  
 
c) Quadratic projection 
 
Let a, b be two skew lines in the space ∞E3. The system S of the projecting curves is created 
by lines, which are intersecting to both given skew lines a and b. The projecting line of the 
point X of the space ( X∉ a i  X∉ b) is the line intersecting two skew lines a, b and located in 
the point X . 
The domain of definition is D(Π) = ∞E3– {a ∪ b}. 

Projection method introduced in this way is called quadratic projection [1]. The view 
of a line in the general case is a quadratic curve (conic section). 
Quadratic projections can by classified as above: 

i) both lines a, b are real lines, and we speak about the quadratic projection of the first 
type 

ii) line a is a real line and line b is a line at infinity, and the quadratic projection of the  
    second type is determined.  

 
2.2. System of the projecting curves is created by cubic parabolas – projection through 
       cubic parabolas 
 

Projection through cubic parabolas is determined by choosing the projection plane ρ, 
the point S and the line t through S (S∈t) orthogonal to the projection plane ρ. Line t is a 
common tangent to all cubic parabolas forming the system S of projecting curves and sharing 
the point S as a point of inflection.  
 
3. Analytic representations of selected projections 
 

To construct a view of a figure under quadratic projection or projection through cubic 
parabolas is not an easy task, which can be realised only by means of computer graphics. 
Necessary mathematical formulas for the computer processing of the figure views in separate 
selected projection methods are presented in this chapter.  

In  the  Euclidean  space  E3
 (E3⊂∞E3),  let  us  choose  a  Cartesian coordinates sys-

tem 〈 O, x, y, z〉 so that the projection plane ρ will be the plane yz. Let the original point X of 
the projected object have coordinates X =[x, y, z] = and let the point X’ =[x’, y’, z’]  be its 
view.  
 
3.1. System of the projecting curves is created by lines 
 

It is evident, that the equations of this type of projection are 
 

   x’=0,   y’=
1

21

s
xsys − ,   z’=

1

31

s
xszs − ,   s1≠0,     (1) 

 
where s= (s1,  s2,  s3) is the direction vector of projecting lines of points from the domain of 
definition D(Π) (see paragraph 2). 
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Let the curve k have parametric equations 
 

x=x(u),   y=y(u),   z=z(u),   u∈I,   I⊂ R.     (2) 
 
Parametric equations of its view k´ are 

  x’=0,   y’=
1

21 )()(
s

stxsty − ,   y’=
1

31 )()(
s

stxstz − ,   u∈I,  s1≠0,   (3) 

 
c) Central projection (Fig. 1)  
 
Let the point S=[xs,  ys,  zs] be the centre of projection, than s= (x−xs,  y−ys,  z−zs) is the direc-
tion vector of the projecting line sX of the points X∈D(Π) . From the equation (1) we receive, 
after substituting the coordinates of the vector s, analytic representation of the central projec-
tion in the form  
 

x’=0,   y’=
xx
xyyx

s

ss

−
− ,   z’=

xx
xzzx

s

ss

−
− ,   xxs − ≠0.    (4) 

  

         X1

 
Fig.1 Fig.2 

 
b) Parallel projection (Fig. 2)  
 
Let the direction of the parallel projection be determined by a non-zero vector s= (s1,  s2,  s3), 
then equations (1) are analytic representations of the parallel projection and equations (3) are 
parametric equations of the view k´ of a curve k . 
 
c) Quadratic projection 
 
Vector s=(s1,  s2,  s3) is the direction vector of lines intersecting two skew lines a, b, which are 
the projecting lines of the quadratic projection s = a × b , where a=(a1,  a2,  a3) is the normal 
vector to the plane α = Xa and b=(b1,  b2,  b3) is the normal vector to the plane β = Xb in the 
case of the first projection type, while β = X∞b in the case of the second projection type.  
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In the case of the first type (Fig. 3), let the line a be determined by point  A= (xA,  yA,  
zA) and by the direction vector sa = (xa,  ya,  za) and line b be determined by point  B= (xB,  yB,  
zB) and by the direction vector sb = (xb,  yb,  zb). Normal vectors a and b to the planes α and β 
are 
 

a=(zayp−yazp, −zaxp+xazp,  yaxp−xayp), 
b=(zbyq−ybzq, −zbxq+xbzq,  ybxq−xbyq), 

 
while coordinates of vectors p = (xp,  yp,  zp)=AX and q = (xq,  yq,  zq)=BX can be easily de-
termined  
 

p=(x−xA, y−yA,  z−zA), 
q=(x−xB, y−yB,  z−zB). 

 
The direction vector s of the lines sX

 intersecting two skew lines of point X has coordinates 
 
 

s = = .  (5) 
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In the case of the second projection type of a quadratic projection (Fig. 4) the line b is 

a line at infinity in the space ∞E3. This ideal line is represented by an arbitrary plane β from 
the system of parallel planes incident with line ∞b. 
When the two non-zero vectors q = (xq,  yq,  zq) and s = (xb,  yb,  zb)  determine the plane β, 
then vector (5) is a direction vector of a line intersecting two skew lines, which is the project-
ing line sX of the point X. It is clear that the projecting lines are parallel to the plane β. Ana-
lytic representation of the quadratic projection can be derived after substituting coordinates of 
the vector s (5) to the equations (1)  
 

x’=0,   y’=
1

21

s
xsys − ,   z’=

1

31

s
xszs − ,   s1≠0,   

 

 
Fig.3 Fig.4 
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3.3. Projection through cubic parabolas (Fig. 5) 
 
Analytic representation of projection through cubic parabolas, which have the common point 
S = [b, 0 , 0] and common tangent line orthogonal to the projection plane ρ (ρ = yz), forms a 
system of equations  
 

x’=0,   y’= 3

3

)( bx
yb

−
− ,   z’= 3

3

)( bx
zb

−
− ,   x−b≠0   

 
derived in [2]. 
It is clear that parametric representation of the view k´ of a curve k (2) is 
 

x’=0,   y’= 3
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Fig.5 

 

 
 

Fig.6 Fig.7 Fig.8 
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                                          Fig.9                 Fig.10 
 

In the Figures 6 – 11, there are illustrated views of the simple wireframe model under 
axonometric projection, and under the above presented projections, i.e. parallel, central and 
quadratic projection and under the projection through cubic parabolas. The model is com-
posed from cube ABCDEFGH and regular pyramid EFGHX. Two sides of the cube are lo-
cated in the coordinate planes ( ABCD ⊂ xy, BCGF ⊂ yz ), circles are drawn in four sides of 
the cube to make the model more readable with respect to the visibility, and several vertices 
of the figure are marked for the sake of an easier orientation in the views.  
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O  DWÓCH  NIEKONWENCJONALNYCH  METODACH  RZUTOWANIA 
 
 W pracy zaprezentowano cztery wybrane odwzorowania obiektów przestrzennych na 
płaszczyźnie rzutni. Dwa odwzorowania są niekonwencjonalne. Podano analityczną postać 
równań opisujących te odwzorowania, co znalazło zastosowanie w komputerowej wizualiza-
cji obiektów przestrzennych. Celem zobrazowania przekształceń dokonano odwzorowania 
prostego obiektu odpowiednio z zastosowaniem równań dla: rzutu środkowego, rzutu równo-
ległego, przekształcenia kwadratowego, dla którego bazą są dwie proste skośne (rzut rozcią-
gły punktu opisany przez B. Grochowskiego) oraz przekształcenia kwadratowego, dla którego 
bazą jest rodzina parabol sześciennych. 
 


